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unfortunately for filmmakers and fans of such
issues, they're not really addressed in the film;
they're instead given the sort of simplistic
solution that either requires no thought or is so
vague as to be entirely meaningless. madras
cafe is about the assassination of a political
figure. the movie's almost exclusively about
vikram singh and his efforts to uncover the
conspiracy -- but how do we know he's going to
find out who the killer is if he's never searched
for it? what is the larger battle the movie is
fighting for? what happens when he succeeds?
how does he know it's worth taking down a
corrupt political system to defeat an army of
tamil separatists? the film is almost completely
free of the logical flow of a narrative, and
instead fills space with more of the same.
halfway through the film, we see shots of the
gandhis, and of the assassin diwan (sachin)
cutting through the anti-american propaganda.
this is a trivialisation of the congress, of which
rajiv gandh was a member. in the end, we get a
cheap, overblown and unmistakable ending. the
new romantic comedy films of the indians are
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doing so well these days, and yet nothing seems
to be more distant from the majority of them
than madras cafe. there's a very definite style to
them - which is well expressed even with the
typical problem of the ones that try to be
simultaneously indian and american. most of the
films have been produced by the same three
people in a big executive production-cum-
production company called shree venkatesh
films, which had a hit a year ago with bobby.
this new film, with its aishwarya rai bacchan-
style dance numbers and the fact that it's being
made by a guy who went on to make a film
inspired by swayamvar called tanu weds manu,
is clearly aimed at the local audiences - the only
ones who'd know about bobby anyway and
would go to the multiplex to see it. if there is
one problem with madras cafe, it is that it's a
little long-winded, with many scenes on the
street, and it goes on almost endlessly. there is
the usual musical scene, a scene where the
journalist arrives (siddhartha basu's first lead
role as a journalist), a quarrel of sorts between
him and the "interviewer" (john abraham, who
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goes on a tour of india), a scene about the
course of the war and a final romantic scene, all
with songs. but somehow, it doesn't seem to be
a patch on the performances that were given to
it in the last two years.

Mp4 Madras Cafe In Hindi

the film's colourful, eclectic mix of genres and
styles must be the kind of spectrum sircar

practices on screen as well. at the cinemas, it's
the kind of film that you'd never put on and turn
away from. it's an endlessly unusual experience

that takes a great deal of time, energy, and
effort to assimilate. casablanca. then there is

the cast. john abraham gives the most powerful
performance of his career. i've always regarded

him as a mass entertainer, willing to risk his
looks to play out the requisite romantic lead in
films that don't always work. in vicky donor, he

seemed to catch a break, and he's stronger here
than he's ever been. john also makes the bizarre

choice to don a wig for "club", the informal
nightclub run by aziz (kajol's father). his hair is
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so shiny and thick that, given the film's
inflationary look, it's hard to believe that it's
real. he makes this hilarious look work. here,
though, he beats everyone in the role of an
unstoppable and immensely sweet-natured

goofball and the love interest in the story. every
time he appears, john is on-screen, which is a

pleasant change from his tendency to disappear.
there is a palpable chemistry between john and
the film's leading lady, nargis fakhri. but, alas,

the film is entirely in hindi. sircar's wife, neelima
azeem, has tried to trim the running time by
shifting from dialogue to song lyrics, which

means that the hindi conversations are less than
interesting and the narrative becomes

correspondingly difficult to follow. the film is just
over two-hours long, but unfortunately there's
not much of a plot to be followed. casablanca.
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